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THE MEDICAL PROBLEM OF THE MOBILIZED 
. TERRITORIAL FORCE. 

By MAJOR E. B. WAGGETT, 
Royal Army Medical Corps (T.P.). 

THE progress towards efficiency made during the past.few years 
by the Territorial Branch of the Royal Army Medical Corps inspires 
many of us, and myself among them, with the hope that on mobili
zation we shall cut a tolerably decent figure; but sober reflection 
raises the doubt whether, after all, we are not merely amateurs who 
believe that" all will go well on the night." 

The position of the R.A.M.C.(T.F.) is rather a peculiar one. 
Unlike the combatant units of that force we are office red by men 
professionally qualified to deal with a considerable proportion of 
their duties-and it must at all events be assumed that the medical 
officers are as capable of dealing with individual cases of disease 
and injury as are those officers of the regular branch who have not 
seen foreign service. . 

Assuming this to be true we have very properly concentrated 
our energies upon learning the principles of the more dramatic 
exercises of military medicine. The force is becoming increasingly 
proficient in field exercises, and I believe it will be admitted that a 
good proportion of officers and the great majority of N.C.O.s 
could, even to-day, play a fairly good part in collecting wounded 
after an action, in rendering first aid, and in organizing a sick 
convoy. That we should do this exactly "according to Cocker" 
I do not believe; that we should fail to do it with the celerity and 
the accuracy of the regular force is quite certain; and that we 
should succeed in annoying the authorities in many small matters, 
such as imperfect nomenclature· and so forth, is highly probable. 
It is inevitable that at first we should lack the rapid judgment and 
the quick accomplishment of duty which can only come of actual 
experience, but the devotion and enthusiasm which takes a doctor 
into the Territorial Force will, I believe, carry him through to a 
respectable degree of success in performing his duties after a 
battle. 

The Territorial Force, recruited as it is on a voluntary basis, 
cannot devote much more than fourteen days in the year to training, 
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70 Medical Problem of the Mobilized Territorial Force 

and it is axiomatic of the force that it cannot be expected to deal 
man for man with an expert enemy. On official reckoning 300,000 
men are provided to meet 70,000, and it is not anticipated that the 
force will even take the field as a homogeneous fighting body without 
several months' preliminary training. 

It is fair to assume that the rank and file of the R.A.M.C. (T.F.), 
that is to say that portion of it which has no professional qualifica
tion, will also require some months of special training before it is 
fit to carry out many of the more responsible duties. If this is true 
of the rank and file, it is, I contend, equally true of the medical 
officers. 

It is, I take it, agreed that by far the most important function 
of the medical officer is his sanitary function, and in the vast 
majority of cases our knowledge of sanitation is no more than book
learning. A few of us hold the D.P.H. diploma, but sanitary 
measures carried out in a law-abiding civil community, with the 
help of a corps of expert inspectors and under the :::egis of a com
placent magistracy, is a very different thing to the duty of a M.O. 
in a mobilized force. I put it that the element of weakness of the 
mobilized Territorial Force lies in the lack of experience on the 
part of the medical officer. 

Let us first ask, is his task likely to be an easy one? I suggest 
that it will be one of the greatest difficulty, more difficult than that 
hitherto ever confronted by any medical service. 

For the sake of simplicity let us take a concrete instance and 
estimate the difficulties say of the senior M.O. of a brigade 
quartered in billets, at Slough during the first three months after" 
mobilization. I put such a case in the hope that some officer 
present to-day will out of compassion for the said brigade write us 
a book on the lines ,of" The Defence of Duffers' Drift"; it would 
have an assured sale. 

Let us take this M.Oo's difficulties in order of their importance. 
To begin with a comparatively small matter: the Public and the 
Press will expect everything to go smoothly; the '.I,'.F., they will 
say, has merely been mobilized for its long talked-of training; in 
previous years there has been no serious sickness at the usual 
autumn camps, there is no excuse for any now. Whatever degree 
of military law may exist, it is quite certain that the Pres~, either 
through its agents, or through questions in Parliament, will have 
sufficient knowledge of the sick returns to make things unpleasant 
and breed lack of confidence and loss of temper between superiors 
and subordinates. The M.O.'s task is going to be an unpleasant 
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E. B. Wa,ggett 71 

one, and the highest authorities, realizing that extensive disease 
in the Force during peace will produce a sense of popular insecurity 
likely to hamper in the future their action in matters of high 
policy, cannot fail to make his position still more unpleasant and 
ipso facto less useful. You may remember Haselden's cartoon 
illustrating the ill-temper which' passes from above downwards 
through the staff of a business house, and which ends with the 
office boy kicking the cat. Let us hope that our M.O. will refrain 
from kicking the water-duty men; it will be a bad day for the 
brigade when he loses his equanimity. But more important than 
the lllere unpleasantness of his task is the fact that if all does not 
go well, even if there be no open criticislll he will not be quite sure 
whether he really has or has not taken all the proper precautions; 
for he lacks that confidence in his ability which is bred of experience' 
alone, and which cannot be bought by book-reading. 

Secondly, is his task likely to be an easy one? The answer is, 
"N 0 one can tell." To begin with, his standard of sanitary efficiency 
must he nothing less than the highest standard evolved by the 
advance in military hygiene which has taken place in quite recent 
years, since the South African War. The attainment of this 
fltandard has never been attempted in an army of European troops 
working in a temperate climate and in a densely populated country, 
and no one knows if it is 'or is not possible to come within measure
able distance of attainment. The initial experiment must, therefore, 
be undertaken by the Territorial Branch of the RA.M.C. For our 
purposes as B.A.M.C. England is terra incognita, and for that very 
reason full of dangers and pitfalls. In modern times no large 
body of troops has been quartered in English billets, and though 
divisional manoouvres have occasionally been held, no large aggre
gation of men under service conditions has remained stationary, 
even under canvas, for any length of time. 

At our Territorial trainings we strike camp before the serious 
dangers of concentration make themselves felt, and always before 
we have any chance of testing the value of sanitary measures. 

It is true that during the past eighteen years we have on 
several occasions noticed a marked access of sore throat and 
diarrhooa during the last few days of camp. Once, at least, these 
septic phenomena amounted almost to an epidemic, for a Brigade 
Detention Hospital was admitting as many as thirty to forty cases 
a day. But this was at the end of camp; consequently we missed 
the opportunity of learning something of the results of our sal).itary 
measures. I might add that it is not always very easy to accomplish 
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any genuine sanitary measures on an extensive scale, or, for that 
matter, on a small one. I can even remember a difficulty in getting 
baffle plates put into a urine-cart which for several days freely 
watered the lines at each inequality of the ground. There seems to 
be an insuperable difficulty in removing the manure heaps near 
which we habitually camp at Aldershot; and I recall an instance 
where the latrine contractors having failed in their duty, and the 
ground being sacred against the spade, orders were given for the 
contents of the latrine tubs to be spread upon the ground, in dry, 
windy weather, 200 yards to windward of the camp. I mention 
such little facts as these to show that a caustic critic might claim 
that our training in camp sanitation was mere practice and not 
real experience; that we conducted a sham medical fight with blank 
cartridge. The critic would be wrong, for particularly in recent 
years genuine work has been done, but I think my senior officers 
will bear me out when I say that the bulk of this responsible work 
has been upon their shoulders and upon those of the Sanitary 
Companies, and that the ability of the junior officers, regimental or 
otherwise, to carry out efficient sanitary measures is of unknowu 
quality. Certain it is that extremely few-so far as I know, none
of us have any experience of checking an epidemic which has 
obtained anything like a foothold among Territorial troops 
concentrated in this country. 

His experience, then, in the past leaves our imaginary S.M.O. 
of. Brigade entirely ignorant of England as a military terrain, for 
the reason that camp has never lasted up to the dreaded period of 
six weeks, when, as we are frequently assured by officers of expe
rience, typhoid is likely to make itself felt. With regard to billeted 
troops, he has had no experience worth speaking of, and I doubt if 
many of us have ever seen troops in billets. I put it rather as 
a query than a statement, that billets are likely to be a source of 
special danger in England, and particularly in those small towns 
where the inhabitants have not been used to shift for themselves; 
and having been spoon-fed by the municipal sanitary authorities for 
many years, will be unable to cope with the difficulties produced 
by a sudden increase of population. If the inhabitants are all the 
more dangerous by reason of their long accustomed sense of 
security, so also are the troops themselves; and, I say it with all 
respect, so also are the combatant officers. 

N either officers nor men will believe that there is any danger 
lurking in an English village, and as a consequence the Territorial 
Force M.O. will have a much more difficult task to perform than 
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E. B. Waggett 73 

that of a regular R.A.M.C. officer serving ID a suspected district 
in India. 

This leads naturally to the topic of discipline. I put it that in 
the problem before us' this is another unknown quantity-and an 
important one. That Territorial discipline can stand the test of 
rough weathet' and fairly hard work for a fortnight, everyone 
knows; but what of it after three months of sham fighting, without 

_ the sobering effect of the presence of an flnemy? For a fortnight 
the men are in good spirits, and their good temper fosters exemplary 
behaviour. I wonder if a young democrat, living for three months 
in his own country, will continue to behave like a schoolboy. 
, I venture to say that water discipline will be a matter of extreme 
difficulty among troops' manoouvring in hot weather in the home 
counties; the onus of water-borne disease will fall on the shoulders 
of the divisional sanitary officer who will have no genuine means of 
control. The difficulty of his task will be increased by the fact that 
combatant officers do not really believe in sanitation, their belief in 
it, that is to say, is skin-deep; and until an epidemic brings the 
matter home their interest in it will not lead to practical results. 
Who has not dined at a regimental mess in camp and seen half 
a dozen officers empty their bladders on the grass outside the 
marquee? None of them believe that they can be typhoid carriers, 
and they are not prepared to do more than play at the game of 
hygiene. Even as a game it is not played with any fervour. I 
have asked at least fifty Territorial officers, combatant and medical, 
about their experience of foot-parades; not one of them had ever 
seen one. I need not labour this point; enough has been said to· 
suggest that hygienic discipline is superficial in the T.F., and this 
is not going to make the M.O.'s task an easy one. It is his duty 
to recommend sanitary measures; but he has behind his recom
mendation. unless he be one of the few who have war service, none 
of that experience which alone gives weight in the ey~s of the man 
of the world. ~rhe colonel of a regiment does not in civil life' 
take the advice of an inexperienced young doctor about his wife's 
indigestion, nor will he take advice from an amateur medical officer 
about an insanitary camp site; hence reports to headquarters and 
consequent difficulties. . 

The physique of the men entrusted to the charge of the 
M.O. eT.F.) will, during the first three months of mobilization, be 
greatly inferior to that of the regular soldier passed for' active 
service. A large proportion of the Territorial, M.O. have never 
examined men for active service, and many of those who have are 
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74 Medical Problem of the Mobilized Territorial Force 

not much the wiser for doing so. During the South African War 
I chanced to be a member ,of a board examining men for service, 
and we passed, as we ,thought in strict accordance with instructions, 
,a batch of, I think, eighty-five. Almost everyone of them was 
rejected subsequently by a board of regular medical officers-but 
at a later stage of the campaign these same men went out and 
proved themselves to be very valuable soldiers; and I for one am 
consequently none the wiser for the experience. We may then 
expect that the physical standard of the mobilized T.F. will at the 
outse~ be anything but satisfactory. Under the conditions of the 
ann';lal training even the town-bred men remain in excellent health 
in spite of bad weather, but it is not at all certain that they will 
prove resistant to climatic conditions under the stress of prolonged 
fatigue, for at present the point has never been put to the test. In 
hot weather in a ,. fly-blown" camp they seem to be very prone to 
gastro-enteritis, and the vast majority of them are not immunized 
to typhoid. A large number of them have not been re-vaccinated 
for smallpox, and I venture here to ask whether re-vaccination 
will be obligatory on mobilization. If not the M.O. may expect an 
extremely difficult problem, for very few of us have civil experience 
even of sporadic smallpox, and the authorities cannot expect us to 
be proficient in the early detection of an outbreak. 

Finally, we shall be working, during the critical first three 
months, with R.A.M.C. personnel who have no genuine, reliable 
knowledge of sanitation. This is, of course, not true of the Sanitary 
Companies; but what of the regimental water-duty men? In some 
di visions they do not at present exist at all, and though intelligent 
men, specially enlisted, can no doubt be taught the principles of 
water-purification, it is very questionable if such men, unused to 
discipline and strange to the ways of soldiers, will succeed during 
the early weeks in carrying out their duties to the full. I believe 
.that none of us would feel confidence in trusting them. I venture 
also to doubt whether the regimental sanitary details, under the 
stress of real hard work, will perform their distasteful functions 
with complete accuracy. It is for me extremely difficult to believe 
that a Territorial soldier with no pretence of enthusiasm for sanita:
tion as an art, and who lacks the fear bred of experience abroad, 
will succeed in keeping the latrines fly-proof. ' 

I yield to no one in admiration and respect for the Territorial 
N.C.O.; but it must be confessed that his knowledge of medical 
matters is, as a rule, very superficial. I recall an occurrence which 
is, I think, typical. During a recent training an excellent serjeant 
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E. B. Waggett 75 

of twenty years' service was :in charge of some collecting post at 
which dummy wOl1nded were arriving. Unfortunately for him a 
staff officer rode up at the moment, and said: "Let us suppose 
that an order has come in from the M.O. that this man is to have 
two grains of morphia. It is a hot day; possibly the M.O. is the 
worse for the heat; what are you going to do?" The serjeant 
with a confident smile replied: "I should give him six grains." 
No doubt the serjeant had heard at some lecture that one-sixth of 
a grain was a safe dose for a N.C.O. to give, and the figure 6 stuck 
in his head; and you will agree that this is just the,kind of know
ledge which comes of book-learning without practical experience. 
It is probable the M.Os. will make blunders equally egregious, in 
dealing with questions of the range of artillery or the time required 
to build a bridge. If our personnel 'is below standard so also in 
some respects will be our equipment; for instance, in the matter of 
water-carts. 

The task of the Territorial Force M.O. is then a good deal 
more difficult than that of the regular officer, and yet his prepara
tion for it is, of course, far less complete and the standard adopted 
at promotion examinations far less searching. This is inevitable 
under existing conditions; but is it quite fair to the Territorial 
soldier committed to his safe keeping? 

As soon as the Territorial Army is enlisted on a compulsory 
, basis the whole problem will be simplified, but meanwhile may 
it not be possible to give us something more like a professional 
training? In the first place, would it not be feasible to afford us 
facilities to attend the army manoouvres, attached, of course, as super
numeraries and by no means replacing the regular medical officers? 
This would enable us to see something of the method of dealing 
with large bodies of troops under service conditions. A much more 
valuable measure would be the formation of a special class of semi
professional medical officers for the Territorial Force. From the 
nature of things it is impossible to ask existing M.Os. to undertake 
anything like a long course of training, seeing that they are drawn 
from a class of the community already overworked in civil life; 
but I suggest it would be possible, by the expenditure of a few 
thousands of pounds per annum, to induce young medical meD, 
newly qualified, to undergo a twelve months' course of professional, 
military training ,at the public expense. I suggest that they should 
receive' lieutenant's pay and allowances, contingent upon their 
passing an examination with credit; contingent also upon an under
taking to serve for five years in the T.F. or to pay a fine to reimburse 
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the public. I take it that the services of such officers would be 
eagerly accepted by the authorities, who might offer accelerated 
promotion as an extra inducement. I believe that if a body of 
young officers with this training were available, a considerable 
number of existing half-trained officers would, if need be, resign 
in their favour, from a sense of public spirit. 

Many of my brother officers, justly conscious of their personal 
ability to deal successfully with military medical problems, may 
think that all is well under existing conditions. I would ask them 
to believe that I am not faint-hearted nor one who imagines lions 
in the path; on the contrary, I am one of the typical amateurs 
who believe that "all will go well on the night." But a little 
reflection leads me to think that both on grounds of justice and 
of policy it is necessary that the ~'.F. on mobilization should be 
provided, not with a medical service which will pass muster, but 
with one of the very first quality. Justice demands that a body 
COinposed of men serving their country at personal loss from a 
sense of patriotism should be protected by all the resources of 
modern military sanitation; policy demands the avoidance of a 
popular scare and the triumph of the" peace at any price" party. 
That these deinands will be met is an open question and I put 
this question as the medical problem of the mobilized ~'erritorial 
Force; and in giving their solution to it I beg that speakers will 
remember that though the force as a whole may, with good luck, 
have six months' training with blank, we medical officers begin 
work with ball cartridge on the day of mobilization. 

DISCUSSION. 

Lieutenant-Colonel MONKToN COPEMAN, R.A.M.C. (T.F.), said: I have 
been greatly interested in Major Waggett's paper, with practically 
all of which I agree. As sanitary officer of a Territorial division, I have 
often wondered what would happen as regards sanitary organization on 
mobilization. Why are things not better? Firstly I recall my experiences 
as a regimental medical officer, and the attitude of the combatant branch 
to questions of health. They seemed to regard the sanitary squau as 
merely a scheme for taking away men from their proper duty. Things 
are much improved now, and the combatant officer is beginning to 
interest himself in, and see the importance of, sanitation. We have in 
my division a sanitary compauy. Many of the N.C.Os. and men are 
inspectors of nuisances, &c., and know their work well, requiring instruc
tion only in the application of their knowledge to military routine. In 
camp the company is separated up into squads to instruct the sanitary 
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squads of battalions. Officers. commanding brigades have frequently said 
how valuable they find these men. Sanitary companies only exist, 
however, in the 1st and 2nd London Divisions, so the sanitary efficiency 
of otber divisions must necessarily be less. As to the military portion 
of our work, even supposing that a medical officer has a D.P.H., he must 
still learn the application of his knowledge to military life. We are not 
given sufficient opportunity to put our book-knowledge into practice. 
The surface of Salisbury Plain must not be dug up, hence the absence 
of earth latrines, &c. In most of our camps this is the case. We have 
nothing to do with the collection and disposal of excreta as this is always 
done by the contractor. In the case quoted by Major Waggett, the 
contractor was a new man, found the job beyond him, took to drin~, and 
let everything slide. Tbe result was as might have been expected. 
Again we differ from the regulars in the fact that we know practically 
nothing-from a sanitary point of view-about our men. From this 
arises the fact that we may be gathering together on mobilization 
" carriers" of disease such as typhoid fever and diphtheria. It is there
fore probable that we. should have amongst us foci of disease out of all 
proportion to the regularfl, tlie danger accentuated by the sense of 
security conferred by serving in our o.wn country .. We are all spoon-fed 
to a debilitating extent, and have to make far too little personal effort in 
our own behalf, under conditions of modern civilization. The attitude of 
the average man is like that of a child who, on being asked where the 
milk came from, replied, "The man brings it round." Nobody knows 
where his food or water comes from or where bis excreta go to. This 
attitude of the civilian will be reflected in military life. Recently lectures 
have been given, and the officers commanding battalions invited to attend,. 
and this has had a good effect in impressing the sanitary point of view 
and establishing sympathy between the combatant and sanitary branches. 
As regards the possible diseases, in addition to typhoid fever and diphtheria 
we shall probably have to deal with smallpox also, as this disease keeps 
cropping up here and there even now. I would like to suggest the adding 
to the attestation form of a query, "Have you had typhoid fever?" 
Allowi~lg for ignorance, this might still have a good effect, as men 
replying in the affirmative might be kept from water duties and cooking. 
As regards anti-typhoid inoculation, Sir William Leishman has told me 
that vaccine would be available from the R.A.M.C. Laboratory, and as 
J;:egards re-vaccination for smallpox, the Government Lymph Establish
ment c6uld meet any strain likely to be put upon it. 

Co~onel HARfER, A.D.M.S., 1st London Division T.F., found himself 
in accord .with the opinions expressed in Major Waggett's paper, and 
allowed that the Territorial Force had to face many difficulties. The 
sympathy of General Officers Commanding was a great asset. As to the 
frequent difficulties with regimental commanding officers, this was to be 
~xplained by the ignorance of the latter insanitary matters, but things 
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were improving rapidly in this respect. The greatest difficulty of all was 
that regimental medical officers had had, as a rule, little training in civil 
and none in military sanitation. There are important differences between 
civil and military hygiene, and a knowledge of the former is not sufficient 
for military purposes. Referring to Colonel Copeman's suggestion that 
the fact of a man having had enteric fever should be entered on his 
attestation paper, Colonel Harper had gone into that question and had 
formed the opinion that the information so gained would not be worth 
the trouble of obtaining it, as they dealt with a class of recruit that was 
unlikely to give reliable replies to questions of this kind. In conclusion, 
he laid stress on the fact that the greatest difficulty confronting them 
was that their medical officers were not trained in military sanitation. 

Surgeon-General BAB'I'IE: I wish to say how much I have appre
ciated Major Waggett's paper, and how thoroughly I agree with most 
-not all-of what he said. During my three years as Inspector of 
Medical Services I saw a great deal both of medical and other T.F. 
units, and although things were not so advanced then as they have 
probably become since, I was greatly impressed with the promising state 
of the Force. I am sure that things have gone ahead since then and 
are now even better. In preserving the health of troops it is the 
regimental medical officer that has to bear the brunt. Of course, he 
has neither the same opportunities for training nor the same incentives 
to progress as the other officers of his regiment, being an isolated officer 
working on isolated lines, and unable to exchange ideas or rub shoulders 
with others. Colonel Harper will agree that unit sanitation is the basis 
of the sanitation of larger formations. As to vaccination, this is largely 
a political question at present. What Colonel Harper had said of the 
question of recording previous attacks of enteric fever is obviously 
right, but no man should be employed as cook or on water duties without 
the regimental medical officer having previously ascertained that there 
is no history of typhoid fever. England as a billeting area is terra 
incogmta to us all. The fact that many Medical Officers of Health are 
also officers in the Territorial Force, should be a great help in locating 
dangerous areas and in preserving the health of troops in billets. The 
difficulties of the Territorial Force are those of the regulars, and though 
it is desirable to overcome as many dangers as possible in advance, we 
must be prepared to take our risks in war. As to the question of 
Territorial officers attending manamvres this is a question of money. 
Our grant is very limited, is all allotted for special purposes, and can 
hardly cover the training of Te~ritorial officers. The same difficulty 
applies to the admirable suggestion of attaching a certain number of 
Territorial medical officers to the regulars for a year. We are all in 
sympathy with their desire for more extensive training, and would like 
to see their efficiency brought as high as possible, but there are so many 
claims on the money at our disposal that it is necessary to go slowly. 
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Major Waggett deserves the society's best thanks for his interesting 
paper. 

Colonel BRUCE SKINNER, M.V.O.: We have to thank Major Waggett 
for a most interesting contribution to a subject discussed last year by 
two Territorial officers and by Major Douglas at meetings of this 
Society. The latter officer showed clearly what is likely to happen 
in unprotected troops under camp conditions. The danger of both small
pox and enteric fever was illustrated in the American concentration 
camps, and the result of more thorough vaccination was demonstrated by 
the reduction of the smallpox incidence from 9 per mille in the Spanish
American War to 4 per mille in the Philippines. In framing measures to 
anticipate these dangers the difficulty is to avoid interfering with recruit
ing. The picking out of "carriers" is important and should be done, but 
it will be a difficult task for the medical officer of a battalion. The latter 
must not only know his sanitary work, but also instruct his unit, for on 
the sanitary discipline and knowledge possessed by each member of the 
unit its health and efficiency depends. Colonel Harper is moving on the 
right lines-through the General-from whom the knowledge will spread 
downwards. The examination (j) for junior regimental officers' might 
with advantage be applied to the officers in the Territorial Force as 
well as to the regulars. Lectures also must have a good effect, as 
Englishmen only need to be told the dangers of defective sanitatiop. 
to be ready to avoid them. The neglect of sanitation is due to ignorance, 
not to slackness. The pointing out of danger spots by M.O.Hs. is 
all very well as far as it goes, but we must remember that the country is 
full of danger spots that do not reveal themselves as such under the 
normal conditions of rural life in England. I happened to visit a farm 
the oth~r day, and noticed that the not uncommon arrangement existed 
of a cess-pit close to the house and a shallow well, near the cess-pit, from 
which the family obtained its water supply. There is no sanitation in 
the country villages. The only hope is to train our personnel, both 
medical and combatant, beforehand. We have an important asset in para. 
99K.R. by which officers commanding battalions are made responsible for 
efficient supervision and for remedying sanitary defects, and are saddled 
with grave responsibility if they neglect the advice of their medical 

~ officers. 
Major S. L. CUMMINS: Although there may be difficulties in carrying 

out anti-enteric inoculation of the striking force, as these troops would 
have, perhaps, to embark at once on mobilization, it should be a 
simple matter to inoculate the whole of the Territorial Force against 
typhoid fever, as they would be at home and not so pressed for time as 
the regulars. The chief difficulty would be the mechanical one of getting 
such a large body of men inoculated by medical officers without much 
experience of the technique. Much valuable time might be saved if 
Territorial medical officers would practise in peace the preparation of the 
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arms, the entry of names, the sterilization of syringes, and all the minor 
organization necessary to get through this: task rapidly and thoroughly. 
Any Territorial officer anxious to obtain inf9rmation on this subject could, 
I am sure, do. so by writing to Colonel Sir William Leishman, at the 
Royal Army Medical College. ! 

Fleet-Surgeon BASSETT-S~IlTH: I would like to emphasize the import
ance of the instruction not only of medidal, but also of other officers 
in sanitary matters. Speaking for the Navy, this is done at the war 
course at Portsmouth, where senior officers are instructed in naval 
hygiene, this knowledge thus permeating from top to bottom. I should 
like to add my thanks to Major Waggett for his important and interest
ing paper. 

Major E. B. W AGGETT, in reply, said: I am very much obliged to the 
officers who have taken part in this discussion, for the question raised 
seems to me to be a very serious one. I venture to put it forward as 
a subject for grave reflection whether the Territorial Force as a whole is 
being treated with justice in this matter of sanitation. Surgeon-General 
Babtie points out that England is equally terra incognita to the regulars 
and the Territorials, but the regulars will go into billets somewhere on 
the Continent, not here, and it is the Territorials that will have to make 
the experiment of billeting in England. There is, however, no reason 
why the Territorials should not have a complete knowledge of their own 
country as a billeting area. In Switzerland, where the Militia closely 
resembles our Territorial Force, the troops are always exercised in billets. 
There the home defence army is conducted on serious lines, and the 
medical officers have more than a semi-professional training in military 
sanitation. I was able to observe their methods at first hand. while spend
ing a fortnight in touch with the medical service during the annual train
ing. Before mobilization, the medical officers made a thorough medical 
survey of the country. Is there any serious reason why our Territorial 
medical officers should not undertake genuine work of this kind? It 
seems a little hard to bring up the question of finance to territorial 
medical officers. The authorities probably do not realize the financial 
sacrifices which we willingly make. In a certain unit it was calcuiated 
that the officers. sacrificed, during their absence on training, professional 
fees sufficient to buy up the whole equipment of the Field Ambulance 
in which they were serving. As to army manCBuvres, many. medical 
officers would be ready not only to pay their own expenses,. but to pay for 
the privilege of going on manCBuvres and even to help towards the' ex
penses of younger officers. The truth is that the financial authorities do 
not regard us as a serious element in the military defence of the country, 
and I think with considerable justice. They do not seem to believe that 
we can rise to the level of military efficiency displayed by the doctor 
practising at a Swiss watering-place. I venture to put it that the 
responsibility of mobilizing the Territorial Force without a proper 
sanitary service is one of the gravest importance. 
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